
FRIENDSHIP MEDALLION – February  – Star Points and 

Border Half Square Triangles 

STAR POINTS 

Select (8) medium/dark and (8) background fabrics. 

Cut (8) background 5 ¾” squares 

Cut (8) medium/dark 5 ¾” squares 

Draw a diagonal line on the (8) background squares.  

Draw a second diagonal line ½” away from the first drawn line.  Sew on the drawn lines.  Cut 

down the center of the two sewn lines. Press to the dark side or open as you wish.  You should 

have (8) larger Half Square Triangle units and (8) smaller HST bonus units.    Square up the 

larger HST units to 5 ½”.  Square up the smaller bonus units to 4 ½”.  Label the larger 5 ½” units 

Star Points and the 4 ½” units Border Half Square Triangles.  It is a good idea to keep your units 

organized.  I am using plastic sheet protectors.  Keep the directions for each part of the quilt 

together with the sewn units.  Refer to the photos for clarification. 

 

 FRIENDSHIP MEDALLION – February - Continued 

BORDER HALF SQUARE TRIANGLE UNITS 

You will need a total of (36) Half Square Triangle (HST) 

units for this border section. 

You should have (8) HST units made from the bonus 

units in the made in Part 2.   

So…….. you will need to cut: 

(14) Background or light 5 ¼” squares and (14) 

medium/dark 5 ¼” squares. 

Draw a diagonal line through the center on all the background or light squares.  Pair each with a 

medium/dark square.  Sew ¼” on each side of the drawn diagonal line.  Cut through the center 

of the stitched lines.  Press toward the dark or open.  Square up each HST unit to 4 ½”.  You 

should have (28) HST units plus the bonus HST units you made from the first part of this 

month’s clues.  

Please cut (4) 4 ½” squares from background or light fabric.   



Keep all of these units from Part 2 together in your preferred storage.   

Please refer to photo.  Hope you are having fun. 


